The issue of bank interest is always a question mark for Muslims world. Does religion is the only factor which make consumer 
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consumer attitude is a learned predisposition that influence how an individual responds to the environment and stimuli. Attitude is the tendency to respond to an object in a consistently favorable or unfavorable way. Mark Loo Cognitive component is that part of attitude which bases on knowledge and experience. The second part of attitude is affective which is based on likeness or dislikness of a particular object or product. The third part of attitude is conation which is based on purchase and consumption.
In service industry it is important to provide quality service. Frank (2012) describe in his study that consume likeness for a service or for a product is based on the level of quality service which is provided by that company. Because of long term involvement the quality service become the prominent factor for consumer and their attitude start depending on it.
Religion is an important factor for purchase decision. A person belongs to any religion but they are influenced by their religion. The controversy of interest is very known in Muslim culture. Muslim culture does not support the interest concept. The concept of Islamic banking developed with interest free banking. Goldsmith(1995) in his study explain that religion has a major influence on consumer attitude towards foods items.
According to Tan and Chua (1989) the social influence is an important factor for the attitude making of a consumer regarding a product. But however the social influence pressure may not applicable in every product offering segment. Dusuki and Abdullah (2006) According to Owais, Shahzad and Zaheer (2011) company offerings can be availed only if it is available in market for sale. The price, packages and all offerings can only be gained if the product is physically available in the market and consumer can easily access it. This is the reason that companies try to offer product and make it available at consumer doorsteps because availability is the major factor for purchase behavior. The dependency of consumer attitude is dependent upon the availability of that offer in market.
Theoretical Frame work of the study
There are two variables discussed in this study, i.e. dependent and independent variables. The below figure shows the Consumer attitude towards Islamic banking depends upon Quality Service, Religious Support, Social Influence, Cost Effective, Awareness, and Availability.
The theoretical frame work of the study includes all those variables that are identified from literature Quality Service, Religious Support, Social Influence, Cost Effective, Awareness, and Availability are independent variables of the study.
While Consumer attitude towards Islamic banking is dependent upon mentioned variables.
Study identified the relationship among above variables. On the basis of these variables a conclusion and recommendations is provided. 
Reliability of Scale:
The table 1 below shows the reliability of the data collected from respondents. The following table show that the data collected from mentioned sample is reliable and respondents answered accurately. Because the variables are exceeding from 70% which is the standard of acceptance for reliability. Table 2 show that the overall model is highly significant. Table 2 below shows significance relationship between Quality service and Consumer attitude towards Islamic banking. There is significant relationship exist between Quality service and Consumer attitude towards Islamic banking (t-statistic = 22.139 and P-value= 0.000).
There is a significant relationships exist between Religious support and Consumer attitude towards Islamic banking (t-statistic = 30.214 and P-value= 0.000) which mean that Religious support has an impact on Consumer attitude towards Islamic banking. and P-value= 0.000). There is significant relationship exist between Awareness and Consumer attitude towards Islamic banking (t-statistic = 29.105 and P-value= 0.000). There is a significant relationships exist between availability and Consumer attitude towards Islamic banking (t-statistic = 28.064 and P-value= 0.000) which mean that availability has an impact on Consumer attitude towards Islamic banking. Hence the above result shows that Consumer attitude towards Islamic banking is dependent upon above mentioned variables.
Correlation Analysis
As shown in 
